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White During fantasy football week 9, there was a quick turnaround from a bye
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starters in hopes that they can save them for their first match on Monday
night. That makes many fantasy owners in all leagues happy as they can rest

their studs, meaning they will be fresh for week 10. Other teams are just
moving on from a bye week. Many leagues are moving on to next week's

matchups and starting fresh with the new additions. There are a lot of teams
that will not be playing in week 9, but will be starting them in week 10. This

makes it very important for owners to spend some time finding new players for
each round and finalizing your lineup. Good luck in week 10 fantasy football
games. In week 9, we had several teams in both the NFC and AFC divisions

that won five games, while other teams only won one or two games. You can
see the results for every team in this article. While there are many teams that
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